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This study book belongs to

_________________________________
Student's Name

My Projected Graduation Dates are:

Blue Belt: ____/____/____

Blue/Blk Belt: ____/____/____
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My Projected Black Belt Test Date is:

______/______/______
(To be set after upgrade to full Leadership Program)
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Developing Mastery Through
Scientific Use of Natural Laws
Creating the life you’ve dreamed of
And developing the skills to protect it
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When most people think of martial
arts they generally have two
impressions - one is of fighting and
the other is of self-defense.

In module two you will focus on the
self-defense aspect of ninpo as
well as your own ‘water’ nature,
which includes the defensive,
strategic planning, and scientific
parts of your own makeup.  The
water element represents our own
adaptive, responsive parts of our
nature and, when used effectively,
allows us to change with the
situation and to always be ready
with the right technique, skill, or
answer to what problem or
opportunity the circumstances of
the moment dictate.

This booklet outlines both the
program curriculum that you will be
responsible for learning over the
next several months as well as
additional worksheets and
resources that will help you
develop your skills and
understanding and build on the
work done in module 1.

Overview Achieving Success
in Module 2

Take at least two
module 2 classes

per week

Make up all missed
classes before
review week

Practice at least 15
minutes each day

Attend all stripe
and belt testing

on schedule

Apply for acceptance
to SWAT/CIT Certified

Instructor Training

“Commonplace minds usually condemn what is beyond the scope of their
understanding.”            - Francois De La Rochefoucauld

“Water” is one of the five
‘elemental manifestations'
described in Eastern metaphysics
which describe the way that
energy appears in the world.  It is
used to classify ‘things’ that have
a ‘water-like’ nature.

During your study in module 2,
you will focus (another aspect of
the water element) on the key
principles of this element.

The Mastery Keys for
Self-Protection are: Timing,
Distancing, and Angling.

The Life Mastery Principles are:
Planning, Observation, and
Discipline.

By the end of this module, you
should feel and experience more
awareness, focus, and control
over yourself and your life than
ever before.

Key to Mastery



Adult Module 2Adult Module 2Adult Module 2Adult Module 2::::

Realm of the Strategic Scientist
‘Using Natural Laws for Mastery'

This training booklet contains all requirements for advancement through, and
graduation from Module 2.  Please read it through carefully as you are personally
responsible for fulfilling the requirements necessary for advancement.

Just as in module 1, every effort has been made to help you succeed.  But your
instructors can not do this for you.  It is your responsibility to do the self-study, home
practice and attend class regularly so as to be able to advance both in skill and
understanding to the next stage.

REMEMBER: The Blue Belt stages build upon the foundation you created in module 1.
Here, you will learn how to use time and space to make it difficult for an assailant to get
at you.  You will also explore the life skills upon which true success and mastery are
built.  The habits and skills that you will be developing over the next several weeks and
months form the basis of the momentum for everything you will do over the rest of your
martial arts career.  There will be challenges, successes and some amazing discoveries
along the way.  But, remember most of all that your journey to Black Belt is but a
progression of single steps.  Have fun, learn lots, practice hard, and one day in the
not-so-distant-future, your master instructor will be tying your Black Belt around your
waist.  You’re already several steps closer to being one of our future instructors
teaching others the secrets and skills of the ancient masters.  Keep going!

Module 2 intermediate stage 1 students are expected to:

* Train two days per week

* Make up all missed classes
before review week

* Practice at least 15 minutes each day

* Attend all stripe and belt testing on schedule

* Be a member of the mastery leadership program

* Apply for acceptance to the SWAT / CIT
Certified Instructor Training program!
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SHOKYU
Novice Levels

Blue Belts

It is essential for you, as a student and future Black Belt Instructor of Warrior Concepts International, to focus on the
strategies, tactics, and techniques of the “water element” when aspiring to the orange belt levels.  You should begin
to understand the power of retreating to gather strength, only to return with crashing momentum through your
opponent with devastating force.  An example of this kind of power is taken from the vision of a wave rising as it pulls
away from the shore, only to ‘roll-over’ and crash back in with full force and power against the beach.  The water
element represents responsiveness and the ability to apply scientific knowledge to any situation.  When working to
understand the water element, you should begin to study the benefits of finding more efficient, and thereby more
effective, methods of doing things through the application of rational and scientifically valid means.

In the dojo, your goal through module 2 is to focus on the three keys of strategic movement; timing,  or ‘when’ to
move; distancing, to ‘stretch out’ your opponent; and angling; the key to ‘strategic placement.’  Take this time to be
aware of the body’s angling, as well as the feeling of drifting just out of the way of your assailant’s attack, only to
return (like the wave) with more force because of your original movement.  In addition to the self-defense skills and
techniques, you should be able to demonstrate your capacity for honesty, discipline, and the ability to focus and
concentrate on what is important all the way through to completion.

Sui, the water element, corresponds to the fluid parts of the body, such as the blood and other body fluids, as well as
the circulatory system as a whole.  It represents the emotional, responsive, and adaptable aspects of our personality
such as our ability to change to fit a given situation.  The water center of the body is in the abdomen and the color
associated with this element on a base, primitive, or elemental level is orange and represents the quality of
“blending.”  The color associated with this element on a life-enhancement and personal development level, as
reflected in the belt colors of this module, is blue and represents the concept of reflection, or clarity, much like
looking into the mirror-like surface of a perfectly still pool of water.

To demonstrate an understanding of these levels on an academic level, reading the books “NINJA (vol. 1): Spirit of
the Shadow Warrior” and “NINJA (vol. 2): Warrior Ways of Enlightenment” by Stephen K. Hayes, as well as
“Zen in the Martial Arts” by Joe Hyams, and submitting, as a minimum, a 50-word report on selected chapters is
required along with the confident demonstration of the following skills and knowledge areas:

I. ICHIMONJI, SEIGAN & DOKO NO KAMAE (‘Defensive Postures’)

II. 8-DIRECTIONAL ROLLING SKILLS (Happo kaiten ukemi)

III. BASIC STRIKING METHODS (Dakentaijutsu)

IV. BASIC WRIST FOLDS, JAMS & REVERSALS  (Jutaijutsu: Gyaku-te waza)

V. WATER-MODE LONG-SHORT BREATHING  (Sui no kata Kokyu-ho)

VI. WARRIOR VOWS OF INTENTION (parts 1 - 5)  (Musha no Chikai)

VII. NINPO HISTORY & BASIC JAPANESE VOCABULARY   (Rekishi)

VIII. VALUE-BASED LIFE-SKILLS  (Seishin teki kyoyo)

IX. BASIC BODY STRETCHES & CONDITIONING EXERCISES   (Taiso)
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Module 2: Blue/white, blue & blue/blk belt skill and study outline
Sui no kata 'Water-mode' of strategic planning

Check off each skill and requirement as you receive it in class or complete it.  Keep this study book in your main training notebook and refer to it
before and after each class so you will know what to practice and what questions you have about your progress and development.  It is your
responsibility to know this material by each test date.

The material is presented on a rotating schedule.  Students are responsible for the material taught during the weeks and months since joining
the program.  Due to the rotation and layout of the instructor's lesson plan, students will not be learning the material in the same order as
everyone else.  However, the core principles and concepts are inherent in all of the techniques, so the order does not matter as much as the
student's ability to pick up and internalize the lessons of balance, form, speed and power and to apply these lessons to the new material as they
learn it.

SUI NO KATA KIHON WAZA    "Water-mode Fundamental Skill Areas

Taihen-waza  'Body Movement Skills'  (Basic mechanical ability and knowledge of the following skills)

��� Review all previous with improvement
���    8-Directional Rolling (from all basic kamae) (Happo kaiten ukemi)
��� Lead-arm forward shoulder roll (Jun nagare)
��� 5 basic taijutsu body-movement exercises (Ninja sanshin no waza)
��� Rear-to-rear leg defensive shuffling linear footwork (sen undo)
��� Lead-to-rear leg defensive stepping angular footwork (sen undo)
��� Defense-to-offense transitional flowing body movement (en undo)
��� Walking-to-rolling flow  (Aruki kaiten taihen)
��� Sideways Ninja 'ichimonji' walking (Yoko aruki)

Kamae  'Long-Range Defensive Postures'  (Correct form, movement and strategic attack-counters)

��� Gyokko-ryu Ichimonji no kamae (NOT module 1 form)

       ��� Gyokko-ryu Shoshin no kamae (used for sanshin waza)

��� Koto-ryu Seigan no kamae (module 1 form)

��� (Kukishinden-ryu) Doko no kamae

��� Review all previous with improvement

Dakentaijutsu 'Striking Methods'  (Correct form and understanding of limb extension & positioning)

Ninja-ken ‘Fists’

��� Review all previous with improvement
��� Extended-knuckle (chisel) fist  (Shikan-ken)
��� Palm-up and palm-down hand-edge chopping fist (Kiten-ken/Shuto)
��� Bottom-of-heel weapon (Sokuyaku-ken)
��� Ball-of-foot weapon (Sokugyaku-ken)
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Uchi ‘Striking’

��� Review all previous with improvement

��� High and low outside 'swatting' defensive counterstrikes (Gyokko ryu uchi uke nagashi)

��� High and low inside 'swatting' defensive counterstrikes  (Gyokko ryu uchi uke nagashi)

��� High and low outside 'circular' defensive counterstrikes  (Koto ryu uchi uke nagashi)

��� High and low inside 'circular' defensive counterstrikes  (Koto ryu uchi uke nagashi)

��� High inside defensive 'chopping' counterstrikes  (Shuto no uchi uke nagashi)

��� High inside attack-receiving forearm  (Uke nagashi)

��� Long-range lunging 'power' punches from defensive kamae  (Tsuki-uchi)

��� 1-2 Defensive half-beat hitting  (Ryo-te uchi uke nagashi kuzushi)

��� 1-2 Defensive 'Flowing strikes’  (Ken-nagare)

Keri ‘Kicks’

���  Review all previous with improvement

���  Front, standing and stepping forward heel stamp kicks  (Zempo sokuyaku-ken geri)

���  Front, standing and stepping forward snap stamp kicks  (Zempo sokugyaku-ken geri)

Jutaijutsu  ("Grappling Methods" - basic understanding of using strong points against weak ones)

��� Lead-hand grab avoidance (vs. attempted wrist/hand grab or strike)  (Te-hodoki)

��� Grab-receiving monitoring-hand catch  (Eri jime uke nagashi)

Kyusho ('Pressure Points')

��� Review previous w/ improvement

��� Webbing of hand against 2nd medicarpal (Ura gyaku)

��� Temple area (Kasumi)

��� Area around belly-button/stomach (Gorin)

��� Front of hip socket  (Koe)

��� Side of the neck (Uko)
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Water-mode Proficiency Drills (Basic understanding & use of defensive flow, feel & body move’t)

��� Water-mode defensive counterstrike-to-follow-up (defense-to-offense) flow drill  (En-undo)

��� Centered/Insight-developing observation meditation (Instructor's choice)  (Shikan)

��� Water-mode abdominal 'long-short' cleansing/power breathing  (Sui no kata kokyu-ho)

Junan Taiso ('Body Conditioning - Fitness')

��� Pushups  (Goal: 20 two-count) Month 1: _____   Month 2: _____     Month 3: _____

��� Sit-ups  (Goal: 30 two-count crunches) Month 1: _____   Month 2: _____     Month 3: _____

��� Running  (Goal: 1 mile in under 30 min.) Month 1: _____   Month 2: _____     Month 3: _____

��� Deep-knee Squats  (Goal: 10 two-count) Month 1: _____   Month 2: _____     Month 3: _____

��� Stretching (9 Body-area stretches wt. improvement since graduation to module 2)
(Use the flexibility tracking form in the worksheets section of this book)
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SUI NO KATA GOSHINJUTSU KIHON GATA
'Water-mode Basic Self-defense Examples'

Strike Defense Techniques (Understanding of long-range defensive strike-counter & response)

������������ vs. Straight face punch #1 (inside swatting c/s, cross-step, palm-up knifehand) 
       Ichimonji kata ichi

������������ vs. Straight face punch #2 (outside swatting c/s, stamp kick, followup)   Ichimonji no kata ni

������������ vs. Straight face punch #3 (inside circular c/s, lead punch, followup)       Seigan no kata ichi

������������ vs. Multiple punches/kicks (high/low circular c/s, followup)    Seigan no kata ni / (Sen undo)

������������ vs. Straight face punch #4 (receive punching arm, cross shuto, kick torso)
             Doko no kata ichi

������������ vs. Straight face punch #5 (step back, chop arm, chop face/neck)                Doko no kata ni
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Grab-defense Techniques (Understanding & use of wrist folds, jams & reversals as controls)

������������ Single-hand lapel grab #1: shift back inside grab, reach over hand to grab little-finger side, 
press ura-gyaku point, step to attacker's balance line while reversing hand (ura gyaku)

������������ Single-hand lapel grab #2: shift back outside grab while covering hand, lever into wrist or 
elbow (or press omote-gyaku) to break grip, step to balance line while reversing hand 

(omote gyaku)

������������ Single-hand wrist grab #1: pull back into seigan w/ grabbed side, step to attacker's balance 
line with rear leg while extending grabbed arm (palm-up), follow-up

       (Sui kata jutai te-hodoki ichi) 
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������������ Single-hand wrist grab #2: pull back into seigan w/ grabbed side, (attacker pulls back), go 
with push and extend his grabbing arm behind him, turn and either pull down (if behind 
torso) or smash through (if beside torso) his extended elbow (Sui no kata jutai te-hodoki ni)

������������ Single-hand sleeve grab #1: drift back with grab, reach under arm to catch elbow, step out 
and reverse straightened elbow, cover elbow with free hand, shift in and lever down

        (Muso dori)

������������ Single-hand sleeve grab #2: drift back with grab, reach over arm while stepping forward 
outside his shoulder, turn and drop arm to lever bent elbow, follow-up       (Musha dori)
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Module 2 Belt & Module Graduation Requirements

Blue/white to Blue Belt Advancement
� Review Student Creed & learn and correctly recite parts 1 - 3 of the Vows of Intention with confidence

� Correctly answer the following questions about your dojo, your martial art:

� What is Concentration? How can it help you in the dojo, in your day-to-day activities, & in self-defense?

Concentration is the ability to focus your awareness and energy on a single task, activity, situation or object without
becoming distracted or confused.  In the dojo, as-well-as in daily life, our ability to concentrate is directly related to how
efficiently we can accomplish things we set out to do.  It has the effect of creating more time and, when combined with
self-discipline, allows us to get through the “must-do’s” in a way that allows more time for the “want-to’s.”  In a self-
defense situation, our ability to focus reduces the chances of our being distracted or falling for an assailant’s trickery.

� What does the Japanese kanji character ‘NIN,’ of ninja, ninjutsu, and ninpo mean? “To persevere; to
endure; to survive; to ‘win against all odds.’   

� What are the 5 “D’s” of effective self-defense and what does each represent as a phase in the fight?
Discern, focus on what the assailant is doing to set you up; Defend, avoid or stop their attempt to hurt you;
Disrupt, unbalance them either physically, mentally, etc.. to prevent them from continuing easily;  Deliver,
take the fight to them to knock them back or down; & Discern, stay tuned in to see what is needed next

� What are some important things to remember for hitting the ground and rolling safely?

� Correctly translate the following Japanese vocabulary:

� Sensei n rei’ (‘sen-say knee-ray’) “Bow to (salute/show respect) to the teacher”

� Ninpo-Ikkan!  (‘neen-poe ee-kahn’)   “The way of the ninja is the way of naturalness”

� (Count to 10 in Japanese)  1. Ichi (‘eechee’)  2. Ni (‘knee’)  3. San (‘sahn’)  4. Shi /Yon (‘shee’ / ‘yohn)  5. Go (‘goh’)  
6. Roku (‘roe-koo’)  7. Shi-chi / nana (‘shee-chee’ / ‘nah-nah’)  8. Hachi (‘hah-chee’)  9. Ku (‘koo’)  10. Ju  (‘joo’)

� Correctly demonstrate the following skills with attention to form and correct positioning:

� 3 defensive kamae (with proper form, cover and weight distribution) & review previous with improvement
� Kneeling bow (with respectful class opening and attitude)

� High and low counterstrikes learned since graduating to module 2

� Correct demonstration of the basic strikes learned since beginning this module

� Demonstrate the basic dropping rolling skills with progress since beginning

� Confident demonstration of the strike and grab defense models learned since beginning this module

� Can explain ‘Concentration and submit a report telling ‘how the brain is a tool for success’ from chap 5 in the
book NINJA: Spirit of the Shadow Warrior by Shidoshi Hayes, by the 20th day of your 1st month in training

� Can explain the ‘GODAI 5 Elements’ and how they work to create options for our defense from chap 2 the book
NINJA: Spirit of the Shadow Warrior by Shidoshi Hayes by the 20th day of your 2nd month in training

� Has attended a minimum of 16 classes prior to testing for Blue Belt

� Has participated in a progress conference with the chief instructor prior to testing for Blue Belt
� Tuition is current and Testing Fee submitted with Test Packet - All Forms in packet completed correctly
� Received approval signature from primary instructor to test for Blue Belt
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� Bend your knees and get as close to the ground as
possible before the roll

� Relax and breath out
� Land on and roll across muscle, not bone

� Go with the force and direction of the fall or throw
� Don’t resist
� Tuck your head
� etc..



Blue to Blue/Black Belt Advancement

� Review Student Creed & learn and correctly recite parts 1 - 6 of the Vows of Intention with confidence

� Correctly answer the following questions about your training & the water-mode of defensive response

� What is Honesty? Why is it important for strong relationships, success, and our personal development?

Honesty is defined as ‘uprightness’ and being ‘free from fraud.’  It can also be associated with ‘authenticity’ or a sense
of being ‘genuine.’  Honesty is “telling it like it is” or, at the very least, “as you see it.” There is no intent to deceive or
avoid what is there.  If we are to have strong relationships, enduring success and be a leader that draws others to us,
we must avoid the misguided and childish notion that comes from being dishonest.  This is just as true with regard to
the ‘little white lies’ told to save someone’s feelings as it is for outright stealing.  If given the choice between ‘being nice ’
and being honest or authentic, the warrior always chooses honesty.

� What does the Japanese kanji character ‘BU,’ of budo, bujutsu, and bugei-ja mean? Warrior (lit. ‘Martial’)

� What is the basic combat strategy of the water element?  Where is the body’s center of motion & emotion
when under the influence of the water-mode?  To use defensive, long-range, angling to pull away from the
assailant’s attack and expose weak areas with proper timing to neutralize his or her attack, and then crash back in with
knockdown power.  The center for the water element is in the pit of the stomach just below and behind the navel.

� Correctly translate the following Japanese vocabulary:

� Ichimonji no kamae (‘eechee-moan-jee no kah-mah-ay’) “Figure-one (or foundational) posture/attitude”

� Seigan no kamae  (‘Say-gahn no kah-mah-ay’)   “True (or ‘correct’) eye posture/attitude”

� Doko no kamae  (‘Doe-koe no kah-mah-ay’)    “Angry (or ‘reclining’) Tiger posture/attitude”

� Correctly demonstrate the following skills with attention to form and correct positioning:

� Review the 3 defensive & basic kamae with improvement since blue/white belt
� Correctly demonstrate the basic strikes learned with progress since blue/white belt

� Demonstrate the 8-directional rolling skills with progress since blue/white belt

� Confident demonstration of the strike and grab defense models learned since attaining blue belt

� Can explain The Ninja’s Defense Strategy and submitted a report from chapters 2 & 4 from your book, NINJA:
Warrior Ways of Enlightenment by the 20th day of your 1st month as a Blue Belt

� Can explain The Ninja’s Use of Rolling & Breakfalls and submitted a 50-word minimum report from chapter 3
of your book by the 20th day of your 2nd month as a Blue Belt

� Has attended a minimum of 16 classes since testing for Blue Belt (32 classes since beginning module 2)

� Has sponsored at least one new member or participated in community service function prior to testing for
Blue/Blk Belt

� Received authorization signature from primary instructor to test for Blue/Blk Belt
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Graduation to Module 3 (Orange/white Belt)

� Can recite & explain the importance of the 8-part Vows of Intention & how it relates to success in your life

� Correctly answer the following, and review all previous, questions about your dojo, your martial art and the

Water-mode of strategic response

� What is Discipline?  How does it relate to your training, self-defense & success?

At its most basic level, discipline is ‘knowing what you should do, and doing it to the best of your ability without
supervision, reminding, reward or threat of punishment.  Discipline is one of the common traits of all successful people.
It is one of the things that truly separates the great from everyone else.  In fact, in the Ninja’s mikkyo ‘mind-science,’ it
is the stage that virtually guarantees success.  It is summed up by Hatsumi-sensei’s motto “keep going.”

� Why is flexibility so important for martial arts training?  It reduces the chance of injury, increases range of motion
to allow for escaping locks and holds, improves the health of joints and prevents blockages to the circulatory system in
these areas, and slows the aging process.

� What do we call our method of avoiding and neutralizing an attack?  Taihenjutsu or Tai-sabaki

� What is the most important thing you’ve learned so far in your ninpo martial arts training? (Your answer)

� Correctly translate the following Japanese vocabulary:

� Gyaku’ (‘gyah-koo’)  “Reversal” 
� Tsuki  (‘ski') “Pierce or thrust”  (Usually describes a straight-on punch or kicking attack)
� Keri  ('keh-ree')  “Kick/Kicking”

� Correctly demonstrate the following skills with attention to form and correct positioning:

� Review the 3 defensive & basic kamae with improvement since blue belt

� Correctly demonstrate the basic strikes learned with progress since blue belt

� Demonstrate the 8-directional rolling skills with progress since blue belt
� Proper demonstration and use of the timing, distancing, angling & flow of the water element

� Confident demonstration of the strike and grab defense models learned since attaining blue belt

� Can explain Discipline & has submitted a report (50-word min) on the topic from the chapter on Process Not
Product in your book, Zen in the Martial Arts NLT the 20th day of your 1st month as a blue/blk belt.  

� Can explain the importance of Proper Breathing & submitted a 50-word (min.) report from chapter on Zen
Breathing in your book, NLT the 20th day of your 2nd month as a blue/blk belt. 

� Has attended a minimum of 16 classes since testing for Blue/Blk Belt (48 classes since beginning)

� Has sponsored at least one new member or participated in community service function prior to testing for
Blue/Blk Belt

� Knows and demonstrates the proper line up and class opening/closing procedures

� Received authorization signature from primary instructor to test for Orange/Wht Belt
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* Community Service functions  are classified as any activity which promotes the tenants and benefits of martial arts
training in the community as a way to improve safety, awareness, and goodwill.  The following are the approved community
service activities for students and members of WCI:

- Participation or assistance with an organized demonstration or presentation (including assisting with the game booth   
  to help raise funds for the charities involved

- Hanging or dissemination of academy flyers to increase public awareness of our programs

- Participation (solo or with a group) in a project designed to improve, maintain or enhance the appearance of the dojo   
  for all students and members

- Sponsor an instructor at your school, church / Sunday school, scouting or other gathering for a talk on safety, Japan    
  or the mastery leadership character traits of the martial arts taught at WCI (i.e. confidence, respect, etc...)

NOTES:     
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KAMAE DEVELOPMENT WORKSHEET

Use this worksheet as a way to collect the important, basic information about each of your kamae.  Remember:
kamae form the foundation of all body movement and the reference points in all kata (even in the lineages which had
no formal kamae).  Knowing as much as you can about your postures will help to identify problem areas as they
arise.  Just remember the three mastery keys of good kamae:

� Stability  - attained through proper placement of the feet and legs
� Balance - attained through proper alignment with center
� Cover - attained through proper use of the limbs

KAMAE: ___________________ Translation: _____________________ Ryu-ha: ________________

1. Lead Foot Position:  ____________________________________________

2. Rear Foot Position:  ____________________________________________

3. Wt. distribution:   ______________________________________________

4. Lead arm / hand:  ______________________________________________

5. Rear arm / hand:  ______________________________________________

6. Torso angle:        ______________________________________________

7. Targeting index:  ______________________________________________

8. Metsuki (focus):  ______________________________________________

9. Attitude/Feeling: ______________________________________________

10.Opening(s):       ______________________________________________

NOTES:
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DOKO NO KAMAE
(‘Angry Tiger Attitude’)

This posture is usually referred to in class as simply the doko no kamae or high defensive posture.
The general footwork usually reflects a right or left leading side bladed to the attacker.  The doko no
kamae is usually thought to come from either the Kukishinden-ryu or the Koto school but is probably
something contributed to the art by Soke Hatsumi from his earlier training in well over one hundred and
fifty other arts.  It is much like the ichimonji no kamae and the seigan no kamae but with the rear hand
held beside of above the head in a fudo-ken, clenched fist.  The lead hand is held lower, with the
extended fingers pointing at the attacker’s heart, in this posture.

The ninja’s kamae can be easily confused with the more popular martial art concepts of stances as
static poses.  This misconception often comes from the viewing of a photograph or the step-by-step
demonstration of how to get into one as shown in the classroom and then believing that the ninja
combatant would hold that position for the duration of the fight.  Viewing the shadow warrior’s posture
in this manner would be much like that of seeing a picture of a professional football player diving to
catch the ball in a sports magazine and expecting that the player would remain in that position during the
entire game.

Your kamae, or body positioning, should be appropriate for what the individual is doing at any given
moment.  Unlike some martial arts, the unarmed skills of the lineages that make up the Bujinkan Dojo
and form the foundation of the Warrior Concepts Mastery training system do not utilize static or rigid
stances and foot positions.  The kamae should be lightly held, with the defender moving into and out of
the fighting postures as the situation, and his or her feelings and strategies change from moment to
moment.  Postures are assumed and held only long enough for the technique to be applied and are
performed with a natural, flowing spontaneity.

The doko no kamae as studied in module 2 is fueled by the water level of consciousness.  The
defensive view of combat, as seen at this level, produces this posture as its physical manifestation and
allows for quick, easy movements, in any direction, in response to the adversary’s attacks.  The body
should have an extremely light, responsive, feel to it, and the movement should be initiated in the
abdomen, just behind, and below, the navel.  The outstretched lead arm has the capability of delivering
damaging strikes to the attacker’s body, as well as blocking, parrying, and damaging the incoming,
attacking, limb.

In a self-protection situation, the doko no kamae is most often used to project a desire to avoid
fighting but to show a willingness to do whatever is necessary if the attacker chooses to continue his or
her assault.  The defensive posture and its corresponding footwork employ angular, or circular, shifting
movements that avoid the attacking danger while leaving the ninja in a position for striking and damaging
counters.  The techniques employed from the doko no kamae avoid the adversary’s limbs rather than
blocking or directly dealing with them.

Remember that a perfect doko no kamae form is not a perfect doko no kamae.  To be effective as a
fighting posture, one must be able to move quickly and effortlessly into and out of the posture, and use it
as second-nature.  This ability to move properly is many times more important in a fight situation than is
the taking up of a ‘picture-perfect’ form that is often sought after by the beginning student.
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Exploring The 3 Types of Meditation

Over the centuries, there have developed many different schools of meditation or “exercises for
training and controlling certain mental functions” that are natural to all human beings.  These schools have
a wide variety of techniques for developing the mental clarity, focus, awareness potential and abilities that
result from the training.  Contrary to the beliefs of many individuals who think that meditation is a method
for escaping, “zoning-out,” or becoming unconscious, meditative practice is a way to practice placing the
mind in certain states that you want to have all the time.  And, in the last several years, Western science
has been able to measure and validate the claims made by meditation teachers and practitioners all
along.

The formal practice of meditation is thought to have developed thousands of years ago in the upper
regions of what is now India and Nepal.  In this context, all meditation comes from the same source.
There are, however, many forms or techniques, developed over the years into particular schools or
“styles.”  Each of these schools focuses on a particular type of meditation, much as martial arts schools
today tend to focus on different aspects of the overall lessons that have been passed down through the
ages.

As a basis for understanding the basic types of meditative practice, we must first look at the various
ways in which the mind functions.  Our awareness of mind can be seen to:

1. Focus - You can center your mind on a single point or situation

2. Observe - You can watch your mind do something

3. Direct - You can direct your mind to create images, plans, or scenarios

The mental functions each became the basis for the development of different schools or theories.
Each of these mental “powers” is desirable to any intelligent being looking to escape the preprogrammed,
“sleep-walk” living of an uncontrolled mind.  It is true though, that the techniques necessary to attain these
powers must be practiced, just as your ninjutsu skills must be if you are to earn them for yourself.
Because the powers, or abilities, themselves are different, the means of cultivating each are also, by
nature, different.  Thus causing the formation of styles and schools discussed earlier.

This can sound or appear to be so academic that the differences in meditation training are often
difficult to identify.  As a means of beginning your research into this aspect of total training, here are some
reading suggestions from the required books within the Warrior Concepts Life Mastery Program
curriculum, written by Shidoshi Stephen K. Hayes.  While the youth program presents the benefits of these
‘mental developers’ within the context of games and other exercises, the full mastery leadership program
provides adults with a good foundation for further study should the student choose to proceed to a deeper
understanding of the practice methods learned along the way.  Each method has its own focus and benefit
and can be seen to more or less reflect a particular school of thought or approach to developing the
mental skills that we humans were provided with to be successful n our world.

The meditation method known  as shamatha (‘shah-mat-hah’), “centering” or “calming,” is most
characteristic of Zen.  In this practice, introduced in module 1, you are working to discover, and be able to
access, at will, a clear, unmoving, and stable state of vision.  This can be seen in the meditation exercises
described in Chapter 5 of the book, “NINJA: Spirit of the Shadow Warrior” as they are close to this type of
practice.

In the practice known as vispasshana, or “insight” meditation, the student monitors the flow of
thoughts and their patterns as they move through the observing mind.  The purpose is to watch the mind
work to gain an understanding of how your mind ‘does’ work.  By using this type of meditative practice, you
can discover the ways that your own mind uses to prevent you from going against your preconceived
beliefs when they clash against everyday reality.  This contradictory state causes you to feel the need,
often subconsciously, to justify actions that were inappropriate or less than effective.  You can learn how
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to “rise-above” the confines of limited power and smallness of vision by learning to recognize this traps
and stopgaps to progressing beyond your current state.

Exercises that are close to the original forms of this practice can be found in Chapter 4 of the book,
“NINJA: Spirit of the Shadow Warrior.”  This watching-mind-in-action is most characteristic of the
Theravada school which is extremely strong in Southeast Asia and is said to be closest to the historical
mind sciences developed and taught by Siddhartha Gautama, historically referred to as the Buddha.

The third type of meditation is characteristic of that used in the Ninja’s mikkyo “esoteric doctrine”
practice.  In this practice method, you are willfully programming your mind to alter its views and
perceptions of yourself, the world, and the connection between the two.  You put your mind to work in
order to train it for success and higher living.  Using this visualization meditation, you can learn how train
your mind’s vast resources in order to tap into and create a momentum of advancing accomplishment.

The meditation exercises described in Chapter 7 of the book, “Mystic Arts of the Ninja,” also by
Stephen K. Hayes, are very close to this type of meditative practice.  We say ‘close” because it s
prohibited to write down the fully authentic practices of mikkyo for the world to freely see.  This is because
they require that you be in a specific kind of environment and atmosphere with a trained teacher, who has
insured that you have progressed to a level where you are ready, in order to receive them properly.

The type of meditative practice chosen by the student should reflect his or her personal preference as
should their choice of martial arts practice.  Each of these methods will help unlock some of the potential
contained within you.  And each provides the key to discovering yet more of the powers of, what the
Japanese call, the Tatsujin, the ‘human being developed to his or her fullest potential.’

NOTES                                               
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RANK BOARD
One of the most important areas in the dojo signifying your connection with this timeless

tradition is the rank board.  This traditional device, which has been used in Japan for hundreds
of years, serves to show a student’s place and progression within the tradition itself as-well-as
the body of knowledge being worked through for mastery.  Instead of the brightly colored belts,
themselves a relatively new addition to the martial arts, brought in by Jutaro Kano, the
developer of Judo in the late 1800’s, and a representative product of the new sport and
competition-based martial arts, the rank board shows the student’s progress without causing
undo attention and distraction to the student bent on receiving his or her next reward or prize.

The structure of the board is such that the newer students receive a plaque on which their
name is written which is then placed on the board at the bottom, far left.  As he or she
progresses, the plaque is then advanced, from left to right, first up through the colored “kyu” or
class, and then the black “dan” levels.  The connection with the grander family of teachers and
senior practitioners is signified at the upper most row on the far right where the Kanshi, or head
of dojo, has his plaque hanging next to an honorary one bearing the name of his or her teacher.
This represents that, in your teacher’s teacher’s dojo, there is a rank board containing a plaque
with his name, that is moving farther along toward the top.  And on that board there is a plaque
of that teacher’s mentor, and so on.  Above the rank board are usually symbols of your
teacher’s progress such as licenses of authority and rank as well as pictures or other objects
showing the connection with the tradition.

Enjoy your connection with a noble ideal that has been important enough for men and
women like ourselves to protect and preserve for future generations and keep in mind the
significance, and responsibility, that each of us carries as this generation’s representatives in
transmitting this knowledge to the next.  For, someday, our prodigy may be speaking to their
students of your exploits and skills much as we speak of, and idolize, those of Daisuke
Togakure and Takamatsu-sensei.
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GOAL SETTING
The 3 Keys to Mastery

One of the first steps in making your goals realities in the world is to know exactly what they are.  After
all, if you can’t describe them in a way that makes sense on paper, how will you know when you have
completed them or, more importantly, where you are in the process?  In fact, studies have shown that as
few as 2% of the population write out their goals.  Care to guess what percentage of the population is
successful by conventional definition?

Try to avoid vague descriptions as well.  Goals like, “ want to lose weight,” “Have my own business,”
or “Earn my Black Belt,” while sounding okay to most, can actually serve to derail or even produce the
opposite results.  If you consider that ‘owning a business' is really as simple as putting up a sign or printing
cards and establishing a bank account, or that earning your Black Belt is really a matter of training long
enough to have developed a certain level of proficiency with techniques and skills learned along the way,
these goals are pretty much automatic.

The problem is in the description of the goal.  Most people who start a business do so, not to own
something, but for what owning a business can do for them.  So the goal is really about setting one’s own
hours, having control of one’s income and destiny, or helping to fill the needs of others, to name a few.

Another problem with the description is in what it causes us to focus on when we think about it.  The
weight loss example above is a good place to start and we need go no further than the wording.

When describing your goals, focus on describing them in the positive.  You cannot ‘lose’ weight, or
anything else for that matter, without focusing on ‘lose.’  Who wants to be a ‘loser?’  This may sound like
semantics or being too nit-picky, but it’s a proven fact that we cannot think about anything in the negative.
In fact, you cannot ‘do’ a negative anything.  What is necessary to improve our chances of successfully
attaining our goals, at least from the setting and planning stages, is to reframe the goal as something that
is 1) doable in a positive sense, like fitting into size 34 waist, to play ball with my son for 30 minutes
without getting winded (instead of “to stop smoking,” 2) to be as specific as possible about the goal, and 3)
framed in the present tense.

Also, it’s important to set a deadline for attaining each goal and describe as much about the goal as
possible - the ‘who’ (other than you will be involved, benefit, or be there), ‘what’ (it will look, feel, taste, etc.
like), ‘when’ (will it happen by), ‘where’ (will you be), and ‘how’ (will it feel, or effect you or others) of the
results you want.  For example, “I will be wearing size 34 pants by March 16th, 2011;  I will feel great and
regain my full range of flexibility since my size will not get in my way,” is much more specific than simply
saying “I want to lose weight.”  Also note the use of the positive, present tense context of “I will...,” as
opposed to “I want to...”

Use the Goal Tracking Worksheet in this book to help keep you focused on the 3 Keys of Goal
Setting.  They are: 1) See it  (in your mind, as clearly as possible), 2) Believe it  (in your heart that you can,
will and deserve to have this thing), and 3) Set a deadline  (because a goal without a deadline s one that
almost never happens).  Over the next several weeks and months, your instructors will, ether in class or
during testing, ask about your progress in this area.  They will help you to stay focused so, if you have any
questions about any trouble areas or to have this process clarified, don’t hesitate to ask them.  They are
here to help you succeed.

As you progress and attain several of your goals, you will be building your confidence toward attaining
even bigger ones.  Remember that ‘success breeds success.’  You don’t have to build the Taj Mahal or fly
to Jupiter.  You only need to create the life and abilities that you want to experience life to the fullest!
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GOAL TRACKING WORKSHEET
Using Vision & Clarity to Stay Focused on Success

Use this worksheet to write down and chart your progress in fulfilling your goals.  It’s designed
to lead you through the thinking process used to properly set your goals.  As a start, you should
set one immediate goal, one mid-range goal, and one long-range goal to practice using your new
skills of accomplishment in the world.  Immediate goals are those you want to accomplish this
month.  Mid-range goals are those projected for completion within the next three to six months.
And, long-range signifies those goals that will take over six months to attain.

Begin by entering the date the goals are recorded and then, for each goal, use the space provided
to define the goal and set its deadline for realization.  The worksheet will lead you through the
thinking process to make sure that you have a good description with which to build your plan
from.

Make copies of this worksheet for your work, one for each goal, so you can keep it fresh and be
able to use it for future goal-setting work.

Today’s Date: __________________

4. Who else will be with you when you get what you want?  Who else will benefit from your
having gotten what you want?

3. Briefly describe what it will feel like, or what your experience will be, once your goal is a
reality?

2. What is the priority of this goal relative to other things that you are doing or want in your
life?  (Imperative - Very Important - Important - Always wanted - Would be nice)

1. What is your goal? Give a brief description of what you want to have (car, significant other,
less stress, etc..)

STEP 1: See yourself enjoying the benefits of the goal in your mind’s eye and then            
                answer the questions to record the important parts of your vision on paper.
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1. Regardless of the deadline, list at least one benchmark date that you will use to review your
progress:

Review Date: ____/____/____    Progress: � Completed    � On-track   � Problems arose (describe):

Describe what remains to be done.  Is this goal still a priority?  Does it need to be adjusted for time,
money, or other factors.  Does t need to be given a new deadline.  If it was completed early, how did
that happen and can you duplicate your results for future goals?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

2. What, if any, is the new deadline for this goal? ____/____/____  (If additional work is needed
or the goal must be redefined, use a new worksheet and attach this one to it for future reference)

STEP 2: Track Your Results to stay focused and on-course
 

6. Now, write a clear description of this goal including the details you’ve already specified so
that you will be able to track your results, clearly explain it to others, etc..

5. What is the time-frame designation for this goal? (Immediate, mid-range, or long-range)

I will attain this goal by: ______________ _____, _________ (be specific, remember - no deadline - no
goal!)
                                                                            Month                   Date                Year
 

Warrior Concepts Life Mastery Program

Helping you . . . “MASTER YOUR LIFE !”
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Demonstration Outline for Tests & Reviews
This outline is our way of making sure that you, the student, are prepared for each grade test as it

comes up.  Tests are scheduled every two months, which is the average time, based on curriculum
requirements, regular class attendance, and home practice, that most students need to be ready for
advancement to the next level.  Based on this, you should be graduating from each module about every
six months, and graduating to your first degree Black Belt in only two and a half years!  Of course,
additional classes, attendance at workshops, seminars and camps, and additional home practice all effect
both your overall skill level and your ability to test earlier than scheduled.

During each test or review, you will be required to answer questions about your training and
demonstrate the skills learned during the previous weeks in front of a panel of judges.  These judges will
consist of seniors from your academy, your chief instructor, and at times, other Black Belt instructors
within the Bujinkan Dojo’s Shidoshi-Kai under Soke Masaaki Hatsumi.

Your test is one of the many ways in which you can directly experience the significance of your
connection to our martial tradition.  The testing procedure is also a crucial part of your learning process
as t s one of the few times that you can be reviewed by your teachers and seniors while operating under
extreme psycho-emotional pressure or stress.

Your demonstration during testing and in-class reviews should be designed around the following
format so that the procedure can run smoothly and quickly.  You can be most prepared, by taking some
time in the days or weeks before test to familiarize yourself with this outline and then plan what
techniques you will be demonstrating.  Remember, we are looking to see if you ‘understand’ what you’re
learning, not in how well you mimic a technique we demonstrated during class.  Have fun and show us
what you now by planning to perform only those techniques that you now reasonably well, not the ones
that are still giving you trouble.  And above all, don’t worry about perfection.  Your seniors aren’t
looking for it and, in a self-defense situation, when your under stress, you won’t have it anyway.

1.Solo demonstration of your kamae  with proper form and attitude

2.Solo demonstration of your taihen  body movement skills

3.Solo demonstration of appropriate fundamental striking techniques against
foam target held by a training partner

4.Two or three strike defense techniques from the collection of material required for
the grade, performed against attacks from a training partner.

5.Two or three grab-escape techniques from the collection of material required for
grade, also performed against appropriate grabbing attacks from a training partner.

6.Properly recite the Student Creed, Vows of Intention and/or the Warrior Code of
Action as appropriate to your level and outlined in your curriculum requirements.

7.Correctly answer the questions about your martial art, philosophy, training
theory and self-defense application principles from your curriculum.

8.Correctly translate the Japanese terms and vocabulary from your curriculum.

9.Be prepared to explain how your life, safety and security, or overall
perspective has improved as a result of your Warrior training. 
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